LEARNING JOURNEY

ECONOMICS
CURRICULUM INTENT

BENTON PARK SCHOOL VALUES

In the Economics department our vision is to
develop students who have an inquisitive mind
and an eagerness to embrace complex ideas and
differing views of the world. The Economics
curriculum helps students to explain the world
that they live in and decisions that are made by
economic agents by exploring current and historic
economic thinking and analysis. Economics
students are independent and resilient learners
who engage readily in the process of exploring
economics ideas and theories of about the
production and distribution of scarce resources.
Through teaching both within the classroom and
beyond, Economics students at Benton Park
engage with information aimed to stimulate them
and allow them to evolve into independent
economic thinkers. Students are encouraged to
understand themselves based on the world
around them and to understand others in local,
national and global economies. The curriculum
gives students the confidence to defend their
beliefs and the ability to be open-minded about
the beliefs of others, approaching economic ideas
with an objective but critical eye.

The school values are supported in Economics:
• Resilience is developed through
learning about economic success
and failure and the impact this can
have on individuals, firms and
governments, looking into the ideas,
with particular emphasis on key
events in history such as the Wall
Street Crash, the 2008 Financial
Crisis and the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic.

• Many activities are designed to
support student understanding of
working together and collaborating
with one another, for example in
group tasks and in debate activities.
Groups work is one of our five
modes of learning which are
designed to create well rounded
individuals who develop
transferable skills to suit both
education and real world contexts.

• In Economics students endeavour
to undertake regular independent
research projects which support the
development of research skills and
quality extended writing showing a
thorough understanding of the
subject matter at hand.

• The ability to have compassion and
some empathy with the issues
raised in Economics is essential to
develop a breadth and depth of
understanding of the impact of
Economic failure on individuals. A
key focus is also placed the
economic problem and how
resources are most fairly distributed
to close societal gaps.

• Students are inspired by the real life
stories looking into the stock
market and business success, which
include research findings and first
person accounts of particular issues
such as poverty, discrimination and
examples of individuals who have
succeeded following challenging
circumstances such as the 2008
Financial Crisis.
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